For k;. 2 the complete multigraph AK n has a factorization into s + t spanning subgraphs (st *0), s of which are J-Iactors and t of which are the union of n/k vertex-disjoint paths of length k -I iff n ""0 (mod 2), n ""0 (mod k) and ks + 2t(k -1) =Ak(n -I).
We remark that in the remainder of the paper all arithmetic calculation is either modulo k on the residues 1,2, ... ,k, or modulo 2k on the residues 1,2, . .. ,2k, as will be clear from context. Throughout we assume that k ;;l= 3. 
2.1(a). Each P(i)
, is the union of two paths of length k and the edge {(3k
Observe that these k edges are in fact the edges of a l-factor in K 2k .
Deleting them from the paths yields a Pk-factorization of K 2k -P 2 (1) .
(b) This follows from (a) in the same way as Lemma 2.1(b) followed from Lemma 2.1(a). 0 DEFINmoN 2.3. It is not difficult to see that in Lemma 2.2(b) we can permute the vertices of K 2k.2k in such a way that if the vertex bipartition is (A, B) , where A = {ai, ... , a2k} and B = {b v ... , b 2k}, then C 4 (1) consists of the k 4-cycles
. We define T to be the graph obtained by identifying the vertices a, and b., 1~i~2k. If the vertices of T are labelled V(T) = {I, 2, ... , 2k}, then T is the union of the four l-factors:
We now present the main lemma. LEMMA 
and
The edges remaining form the last Pk-factor which is
if k == I (mod 4), and
Proof of sufficiency when k is even. From the first two necessary conditions we know that n = kr, and from the condition ks To each edge {i, j} of ).,K, associate in )"K n a i-factor F;i of )"Kk,k with vertex bipartition (Hi'~). Let R be the subgraph of )"K n consisting of the union of these i-factors. Each vertex in R has degree ).,(r -I), First we will show that the i-factors can be chosen so that R has a (PZ(Sl), Pk(tl»-factorization for 0:0:;; Sl :0:;; ).,(r -I) and
Let the l-factor F;j be either the 1-factor C = {{(i, 2m -1), (j,2m)} , Next we show that AK n -R has a (Pz(sz), Pk(tz»-factorization for any Sz, 0~S2~Ar(k -1) and Sz=0 (mod k -1).
If r is even AK r admits a 1-factorization with 1-factors Fj , Pi, . .. , F}..(r-t) and to each 1-factor there corresponds in AK n -R a (Kk,k -P 2(1»-factor. Thus AK n -R has a «Kk,k -P 2(1»(A(r -1», Kk(A»-factorization.
If r is odd AK r admits a near 1-factorization (a near 1-factor is a matching which covers all but one vertex of the graph) with near 1-factors M t , M z , ... , M}..r and each near 1-factor M i corresponds in AK n -R to a Q-factor, where Q consists of the vertex-disjoint union of (r -1)/2 copies of Kk,k -P z (l ) and one copy of K k . Thus AK n -R has a Q-factorization. Now we note that since k is even Lemma 2.1 assures us that each of Kk,k -P 2(1) , K; and Q has a Pk-factorization consisting of k/2 Pk-factors. But these three graphs also Proof of sufficiency when k is odd. From the first two necessary conditions we know that n = 2kr, and then from the condition ks + 2(k -l)t = Ak(n -1) we obtain S == A(2r -1) (mod 2(k -1». The construction to be presented is quite similar to that given when k is even. Let To each edge {i, j} of AK, associate in AK n a C 4-factor C ij of K 2k • 2k with vertex bipartition (Hi>~). To each vertex i of AK, associate A l-factors, H7, 1:::;;; E :::;;; A, of the graph AK zk with vertex set Hi' Let R be the A(2r -I)-regular subgraph of AK n consisting of the union of these C 4-factors and l-factors. As in the previous case we begin by showing that these factors can be chosen so that R has a (P z(81), P k(t1»-factorization for 0:::;;; 81:::;;; A(2r -1) and 81 == A(2r -l) (mod 2(k -1». Let 81 = A(2r-1) -2q(k -1) .
Suppose A(r -1) is even . Then AK, has a 2-factorization. We arbitrarily direct the cycles in the 2-factorization, so yielding a directed AK, in which each vertex has both in-and out-degree A(r -1)/2. If the edge {i, j} is directed from i to j (that is, it becomes the arc (i, j», then let Cij be as described in Definition 2. We next consider the case when A(r -1) is odd (and hence A is odd). In this case AK, -P z(l) has a 2-factorization. Proceed to define R as in the previous case using the 2-factorization of AK, -P z(l). To the remaining edges {i, j} of AK, (those of the The final step, in which we show that AK n -R has a (P z(8z), Pk(tz»-factorization for any 8z, 0:::;;; 8z:::;;; 2Ar(k -1) and 8z == 0 (mod 2(k -1», is quite straightforward.
If r is even we use a l-factorization of K, to obtain a «K 2k • 2k -C 4(1»(A(r -1», (K 2k -P z(l»(A»-factorization of AK n -R , and if r is odd we use a near l-factorization of K, to obtain a Z-factorization of AK n -R, where Z is the vertex-disjoint union of (r -1)/2 copies of K 2k • Zk -C 4 (1) and one copy . of K Zk -P z(l). By Lemma 2.2 the graphs K Zk . Zk -C 4 (1) and K Zk -P z(l) have Pk-factorizations, each with k Pk-factors. In addition, they both have l-factorizations with 2k -2 l-factors. So on 8z/2(k -1) occasions we choose the l-factorization, and on the remaining occasions the P kfactorization.
The theorem is now completed by letting 81 = 8 and 8z = 0 if 8:::;;; A(2r -1), and
